Method for the Large-Scale Identification of phasiRNAs in Brachypodium distachyon.
Postranscriptional regulation has been widely shown to be regulated by several classes of small non-coding RNAs; most abundantly, microRNAs, which have been shown to be the first dominant class and has been widely characterized as post-transcriptional regulators. In addition to microRNAs, triggered by miRNAs, transcripts called as PHAS (or TAS) generate abundant class of small RNAs in 21-nt manner, which is a pattern formed by DICER-LIKE 4 (DCL4) processing. Although PHAS can be identified by aligning transcripts to reported PHAS in other species, the most sensitive and accurate way to discovery them is by mapping of the smallRNAs taking into account the transcript coordinates. Here, we describe a workflow that can be used for the identification PHAS and corresponding phasiRNAs in Brachypodium distachyon using publically availabe smallRNAs datasets.